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Chapter 471: 471

"My name is Leon . . . You are a human from Earth, aren't you?" Leon
asked . "Don't you think it is strange that whoever you are working with sent
you here at this point in time?"

"Why are you so friendly all of a sudden?" The man frowned . " It isn't
strange, and I don't have to explain to you why . Those guys are coming with
me on their own volition . You are not going to stop us . "

It was evident why, but Leon couldn't help but think that things wouldn't
solve itself just by talking . That human didn't even want to reveal his name,
after all . While Leon was thinking about that, the six rat-men approached
that guy, and then he suddenly took something out of his armor and broke it .
Instantly a shadow enveloped them, and Leon felt his mana again . Little by
little, the shadow decreased in size until it becomes small and round . . . like
the shadow, Leon saw when he met that cloaked figure after that weird

dream . When the shadow finally disappeared, the man and the five rat-men
weren't there anymore .

"Shit . . . what the hell is going on . . . "
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Before Leon could think of anything, he was teleported back to Ilyana's castle,
and she was looking at him as if he had disappointed her greatly . . . It
couldn't be helped, but Leon felt annoyed by it .

"You have failed," Ilyana said .

" . . . Perhaps if you had given me more information, things would have been
different," Leon said .

"So, do you want to receive every piece of information necessary to help you
do every single thing?" Ilyana frowned . "It surprises me that you survived so
far with that kind of mindset . "
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" . . . You sent me because you knew that I would meet that guy," Leon said .
"Why?"

"Because you are not the only one who is working with people more powerful
than yourself," Ilyana answered . "That man is working with the woman I
want to kill, the same person that summoned the dragons that caused the
death of your parents . The terrorists were just a minor nuisance . If you want



to get your revenge, you will have to deal with people like him again and

again . "

Leon couldn't help but wonder if that was really true . Ilyana didn't say
anything before, just that he had to kill some individuals, and now she was

telling such convenient information . Maybe that guy was being tricked, but
for all that Leon knew, he could be being tricked as well . To powerful people
like Ilyana, keeping an eye on Earth and its people, it shouldn't be more
complicated than lifting a finger, after all . Still, Leon failed in hiding those
thoughts from his face .
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Leon left the castle because, just like Ilyana, he didn't feel like chatting .
Although it looked somewhat obvious, things were far less black and white
than Leon had imagined . Even though Ilyana could be right, the inverse was
also true . In the end, there was no point in trying to save every single sentient
species of every world because they didn't need to be rescued . They had to
understand that they needed the power to protect themselves . The only way
to obtain that was by first tasting real despair . In fact, even Leon sometimes
couldn't help but wonder if all that effort wasn't just a waste of time . In the
end, even if he achieves his vengeance, nothing would change . His parents
wouldn't return, and his friends wouldn't remember him . . . he could make
new memories with them, but it wouldn't be the same thing .

"You don't have to feel that depressed, Leon," Sylph said . "It would be very
suspicious of you if you had obeyed her others without questioning them . In



the end, nothing says that they will follow the path that Ilyana things they

will . "

"That is right," Undine said . "Just observe things with your own eyes and
reach your own conclusions . There is no point in living if you have to obey
and follow the thoughts of someone else every single time . "

Undine was serious for a change, so she was probably right . Still, it didn't
change the fact that Leon owed a lot to Ilyana . He doubted that he could
obtain alone half of the powers will he obtain by working with her . He had to
pay his debts, but considering how powerful someone like her was, few
things could be considered a problem for her .

"Man, I wish I could have fought that human," Efreet said . "He looked even
stronger than Leon . . . I can't understand why he ran away, though . "

"He escaped because he thought Leon would be far weaker without his
magic," Volt explained . "He got caught by surprise since that wasn't the case,
so he decided to escape because he couldn't measure Leon's strength . "

Leon nodded since that made a lot of sense . . . Regardless, at least that
served well to make Leon understand that he still needed to train and learn
more spells . The list of things he needed to learn increased since he failed for
several reasons . The number one was because he didn't know how to counter

Anti-Mana Field . He couldn't let himself lose his powers, even temporally
again .

My name is Leon . . . You are a human from Earth, arent you? Leon asked .
Dont you think it is strange that whoever you are working with sent you here
at this point in time?



Why are you so friendly all of a sudden? The man frowned . It isnt strange,
and I dont have to explain to you why . Those guys are coming with me on
their own volition . You are not going to stop us .

It was evident why, but Leon couldnt help but think that things wouldnt solve
itself just by talking . That human didnt even want to reveal his name, after
all .While Leon was thinking about that, the six rat-men approached that guy,
and then he suddenly took something out of his armor and broke it . Instantly
a shadow enveloped them, and Leon felt his mana again . Little by little, the
shadow decreased in size until it becomes small and round . . . like the
shadow, Leon saw when he met that cloaked figure after that weird dream .
When the shadow finally disappeared, the man and the five rat-men werent
there anymore .

Shit . . . what the hell is going on . . .

Before Leon could think of anything, he was teleported back to Ilyanas castle,
and she was looking at him as if he had disappointed her greatly . . . It
couldnt be helped, but Leon felt annoyed by it .

You have failed, Ilyana said .

. . . Perhaps if you had given me more information, things would have been
different, Leon said .

So, do you want to receive every piece of information necessary to help you
do every single thing? Ilyana frowned . It surprises me that you survived so
far with that kind of mindset .



. . . You sent me because you knew that I would meet that guy, Leon said .
Why?

Because you are not the only one who is working with people more powerful
than yourself, Ilyana answered . That man is working with the woman I want
to kill, the same person that summoned the dragons that caused the death of
your parents . The terrorists were just a minor nuisance . If you want to get
your revenge, you will have to deal with people like him again and again .

Leon couldnt help but wonder if that was really true . Ilyana didnt say
anything before, just that he had to kill some individuals, and now she was

telling such convenient information . Maybe that guy was being tricked, but
for all that Leon knew, he could be being tricked as well . To powerful people
like Ilyana, keeping an eye on Earth and its people, it shouldnt be more
complicated than lifting a finger, after all . Still, Leon failed in hiding those
thoughts from his face .

Leon left the castle because, just like Ilyana, he didnt feel like chatting .
Although it looked somewhat obvious, things were far less black and white
than Leon had imagined . Even though Ilyana could be right, the inverse was
also true . In the end, there was no point in trying to save every single sentient
species of every world because they didnt need to be rescued . They had to
understand that they needed the power to protect themselves . The only way
to obtain that was by first tasting real despair . In fact, even Leon sometimes
couldnt help but wonder if all that effort wasnt just a waste of time . In the
end, even if he achieves his vengeance, nothing would change . His parents
wouldnt return, and his friends wouldnt remember him . . . he could make
new memories with them, but it wouldnt be the same thing .

You dont have to feel that depressed, Leon, Sylph said . It would be very
suspicious of you if you had obeyed her others without questioning them . In



the end, nothing says that they will follow the path that Ilyana things they

will .

That is right, Undine said . Just observe things with your own eyes and reach
your own conclusions . There is no point in living if you have to obey and
follow the thoughts of someone else every single time .

Undine was serious for a change, so she was probably right . Still, it didnt
change the fact that Leon owed a lot to Ilyana . He doubted that he could
obtain alone half of the powers will he obtain by working with her . He had to
pay his debts, but considering how powerful someone like her was, few
things could be considered a problem for her .

Man, I wish I could have fought that human, Efreet said . He looked even
stronger than Leon . . . I cant understand why he ran away, though .

He escaped because he thought Leon would be far weaker without his magic,
Volt explained . He got caught by surprise since that wasnt the case, so he
decided to escape because he couldnt measure Leons strength .

Leon nodded since that made a lot of sense . . . Regardless, at least that
served well to make Leon understand that he still needed to train and learn
more spells . The list of things he needed to learn increased since he failed for
several reasons . The number one was because he didnt know how to counter

Anti-Mana Field . He couldnt let himself lose his powers, even temporally
again .
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"Because I also don't fight using my fists all that much, I didn't cause much
damage when I punched his neck . He messed up my stance when he
activated Anti-Mana Field . "

Leon decided to increase his health and stamina little by little, but he didn't
expect such an event would happen so fast . He doubted that it would happen
again, but he couldn't just rely on such possibilities . Until now, from the

very moment, the monsters appeared, several things that Leon didn't wait for
happened . Instead of imagining when that kind of thing may happen, he has
to work and prepare himself for it .

"Still, prepare myself without relying on tools or weapons is difficult . . . that
kind of problem will only disappear once I learn how to absorb mana from the
ambient . But until then, I have to manage to solve the problems using my
body and mana alone . "

It would take a while before Leon learns or discover a way to counter
Anti-Mana Field directly, so he decided to experiment with it to find its
weakness . First, Leon created an earth sphere and let it float above his hand,
and then he activated Anti-Mana Field . At the same time, he lost control
over the sphere . Unfortunately, when deactivated Anti-Mana Field, the
sphere didn't float again . . . Leon lost control over the mana inside of it .

"I can't use unless I put my mana inside of it . . . that means . . . "

Leon tested that using the Auxiliary Earth Swords, as expected, he lost
control over them, but they didn't lose their shape . They fell to the ground,
but Leon could control them with his hands .



"It isn't the best weapon . . . but it is better than my fists . "

Unfortunately, the more that skill leveled up, it only increased the number of
swords Leon could summon . It didn't increase their power or durability .
That kind of strategy would only work against weak foes . Leon would have
to think of another way to counter that spell while he trains . Although his
hesitation helped, he ultimately failed because he wasn't strong enough to
overpower that other human . He didn't feel like learning new spells the hard

way, so he decided to buy some tomes .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stone Rain .

Cost: 100 mana per second

Duration: 30 seconds .

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Fire .

Cost: 100 mana per second
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Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Ice .

Cost: 100 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Thunder .

Cost: 100 mana per second
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Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Earth .

Cost: 100 mana per second

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Maybe it was just a coincidence, or perhaps it was because he was in a bad
mood, but the first tomes he found that could be useful for him were quite

nasty . The first one was self-explanatory . . . Leon could make rain stones
over an area . Getting on the head by dozens of stones wasn't something
pleasant .

As for the other skills, they were quite nasty too . Leon could summon a
barrier around the target, and after two seconds, the barrier would decrease
the size and attack everything inside of it . It looked like some torture
spells . . .

"I guess I need to work on my mood . . . I just spent ten thousand million
coins without a second thought . Still, I can't understand how those spells can

be more expensive than the ice meteor . . . is it because their cost is low?"

Time was of the essence, so Leon started to practice those new spells on

Ilyana's ghost-swords . Some of them died, but Leon decided to ignore that .
After training for a single day, Leon leveled up his new spells up to level

fifty . However, at some point, the ghost-swords stopped leaving the castle,
and a new monster appeared . Much to his surprise, the new ones were the

mechanical spiders he faced before .



"Your golems probably can scratch those at least for a while," Ilyana said
directly to Leon's mind . " Let's make our monsters fight . Since you can't
create them at the same speed I do, you can absorb the mana of some . They
will die once you do that, but they will obtain the experience as if they had
fought, so it isn't a problem . "

" . . . Alright . " Leon said .

Leon couldn't help but wonder how Ilyana still could keep herself hidden

when he, after a few months, she changed the monsters that she was making
spawn in this world . It was probably because the big guns didn't have time to
worry about smaller or the planets that got annihilated by monsters .
Regardless, Leon had his own problems to worry about .

Although the mechanical spiders didn't have enough mana to grant Leon the
chance to create an earth golem, two had . That being said, even though they
had the advantage at the beginning, his level seventy golems so started to fall
against the mechanical spiders . One hour after Ilyana started to summon
them, they were already on the same level as them golems . . . and they had
to fight for three days to reach that level . Leon had a long way ahead of
him . . .

Because I also dont fight using my fists all that much, I didnt cause much
damage when I punched his neck . He messed up my stance when he
activated Anti-Mana Field .

Leon decided to increase his health and stamina little by little, but he didnt
expect such an event would happen so fast . He doubted that it would happen
again, but he couldnt just rely on such possibilities . Until now, from the very

moment, the monsters appeared, several things that Leon didnt wait for



happened . Instead of imagining when that kind of thing may happen, he has
to work and prepare himself for it .

Still, prepare myself without relying on tools or weapons is difficult . . . that
kind of problem will only disappear once I learn how to absorb mana from the
ambient . But until then, I have to manage to solve the problems using my
body and mana alone .

It would take a while before Leon learns or discover a way to counter
Anti-Mana Field directly, so he decided to experiment with it to find its
weakness . First, Leon created an earth sphere and let it float above his hand,
and then he activated Anti-Mana Field . At the same time, he lost control
over the sphere . Unfortunately, when deactivated Anti-Mana Field, the
sphere didnt float again . . . Leon lost control over the mana inside of it .

I cant use unless I put my mana inside of it . . . that means . . .

Leon tested that using the Auxiliary Earth Swords, as expected, he lost
control over them, but they didnt lose their shape . They fell to the ground,
but Leon could control them with his hands .

It isnt the best weapon . . . but it is better than my fists .

Unfortunately, the more that skill leveled up, it only increased the number of
swords Leon could summon . It didnt increase their power or durability . That
kind of strategy would only work against weak foes . Leon would have to
think of another way to counter that spell while he trains . Although his
hesitation helped, he ultimately failed because he wasnt strong enough to
overpower that other human . He didnt feel like learning new spells the hard

way, so he decided to buy some tomes .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stone Rain .

Cost: 100 mana per second

Duration: 30 seconds .

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Fire .

Cost: 100 mana per second

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Ice .

Cost: 100 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Thunder .

Cost: 100 mana per second



Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ring of Earth .

Cost: 100 mana per second

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Maybe it was just a coincidence, or perhaps it was because he was in a bad
mood, but the first tomes he found that could be useful for him were quite

nasty . The first one was self-explanatory . . . Leon could make rain stones
over an area . Getting on the head by dozens of stones wasnt something
pleasant .

As for the other skills, they were quite nasty too . Leon could summon a
barrier around the target, and after two seconds, the barrier would decrease
the size and attack everything inside of it . It looked like some torture
spells . . .

I guess I need to work on my mood . . . I just spent ten thousand million coins
without a second thought . Still, I cant understand how those spells can be

more expensive than the ice meteor . . . is it because their cost is low?



Time was of the essence, so Leon started to practice those new spells on

Ilyanas ghost-swords . Some of them died, but Leon decided to ignore that .
After training for a single day, Leon leveled up his new spells up to level

fifty . However, at some point, the ghost-swords stopped leaving the castle,
and a new monster appeared . Much to his surprise, the new ones were the

mechanical spiders he faced before .

Your golems probably can scratch those at least for a while, Ilyana said
directly to Leons mind . Lets make our monsters fight . Since you cant create
them at the same speed I do, you can absorb the mana of some . They will die
once you do that, but they will obtain the experience as if they had fought, so
it isnt a problem .

. . . Alright . Leon said .

Leon couldnt help but wonder how Ilyana still could keep herself hidden
when he, after a few months, she changed the monsters that she was making
spawn in this world . It was probably because the big guns didnt have time to
worry about smaller or the planets that got annihilated by monsters .
Regardless, Leon had his own problems to worry about .

Although the mechanical spiders didnt have enough mana to grant Leon the
chance to create an earth golem, two had . That being said, even though they
had the advantage at the beginning, his level seventy golems so started to fall
against the mechanical spiders . One hour after Ilyana started to summon
them, they were already on the same level as them golems . . . and they had
to fight for three days to reach that level . Leon had a long way ahead of
him . . .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Three days later, Leon's golems reached level one hundred . Meanwhile, the
mechanical spiders already surpassed the level two hundred . . . Ilyana's
monsters already could decimate Leon's golems in a single strike, so she
stopped them from attacking Leon . Although she didn't say to Leon to stop,
he did stop killing them by absorbing their mana .



"I have to level up Alchemy and Farming, so I guess it is time to stop . "

"It is time for your resistance training," Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

Leon headed toward her castle without wasting time because he had some
questions to ask, not because he was eager for another torture session .

"It looks like you have some questions," Ilyana said when Leon arrived .
"What is this time?"

"The human I faced used Anti-Mana Field, and that made things a little bit
difficult for me," Leon said . "How can I counter it?"
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"It is simple, just break his spell," Ilyana said . "As you know, Anti-Mana
Field consumes your mana to stop magic attacks or effects from reaching .
Even if you don't feel it, if you try to use your mana, the enemy will lose his
mana to block your attempt to use it . All in all, the best way to try to cancel
or break Anti-Mana Field is to have a larger mana pool than your enemy and
try to use spells that consume a lot of mana . "

The answer was a bit too simple than Leon had imagined . Still, it made
sense . That spell was like Mana Armor, after all .



" . . . Does a high level in that skill increases how much time the enemy can

stop me from using mana?" Leon asked . "It makes the spell more efficient?"

"Yes, but if you have a high-level spell that uses a lot of mana can counter
that effect," Ilyana explained . "Training the skill can help, but not all that
much . "

"That guy also attacked me, and his magic projectiles ignored my Mana
Armor," Leon said . "How is that possible?"

"Once you become skilled enough, you will be able to create Anti-Mana
Fields even around magic projectiles without making them lose their magic
properties," Ilyana said . "It will take a long time and insistence, but it is
possible . Mana can do pretty much anything . The secrets are your
imagination and non-stop practice . "
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"I see . . . thanks for the explanation," Leon said . "Before doing the regular
thing, I would like to level up some of my defensive spells . "

"That is not a problem," Ilyana said .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Telekinesis Field has leveled up .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Gravity Field has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Ilyana was a lot more collaborative and friendly than Leon imagined she
would be after the failure of that job . It was weird, but Leon didn't have
much time to think about that because since his health increased, the torment
became longer as well .

At the end of another training session, Leon suddenly had an epiphany . Blue
angel plants were magical plants, so could exist monster plants that could
produce it . Leon returned to Ilyana's castle to ask about it .

"They do exist," Ilyana said . "I made use of them before, but unlike the blue
angel plants, they needed to eat to produce the mana fruit . They have to eat
other monsters . The stronger the monster, the more mana its fruit can
restore . . . I guess it can become useful for you, but you are not strong
enough . I doubt that I can explain to you how to produce an organic monster,
and to learn by using a tome, you will need to have ten thousand points in
control and thirty thousand in intelligence . "

Leon opened his eyes widely . . . it would take some long years before he can
obtain that level of power, after all . Regardless, even though Leon hated to
say or even think about such a thing, it looks he was destined to keep working
doing menial chores . Although he could increase his speed and quickly

replant more blue angel leaves and use the same spells to fabricate the mana



liquid, it wasn't that simple because his speed could easily affect the
environment . If the tries to move at his max speed around his plant, he could
quickly burn down his plants .

Even if Leon tries to use only Telekinesis now that his control reached an
absurd level, things wouldn't just progress as fast as he wants . Although
Leon had to level up Farming and Alchemy eventually, he didn't want those
skills to slow down his growth or the growth of other spells .

"The only way for you to grow strong as fast as possible is by facing my

monsters," Ilyana gave the answer Leon wanted even though he didn't ask for
it or liked the method . "Although you are strangely adamant in not using that
method frequently, it is the best option for both of us . I would say that your
strength is around the same level of the species that fought daily, and their
planet is about to reach the fifth stage of the assimilation . Even if I make my
monsters fight against thousands of other monsters on the same as them, they
won't grow strong as the same speed as you . "

Ilyana was strangely very interested in making Leon cooperate with her .
Although her arguments were sound, Leon could help but think that she was
planning something or that he would be the only one that would receive
benefits from that . . . in the end, Leon decided to accept her idea .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Three days later, Leons golems reached level one hundred . Meanwhile, the
mechanical spiders already surpassed the level two hundred . . . Ilyanas
monsters already could decimate Leons golems in a single strike, so she
stopped them from attacking Leon . Although she didnt say to Leon to stop,
he did stop killing them by absorbing their mana .

I have to level up Alchemy and Farming, so I guess it is time to stop .

It is time for your resistance training, Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

Leon headed toward her castle without wasting time because he had some
questions to ask, not because he was eager for another torture session .

It looks like you have some questions, Ilyana said when Leon arrived . What

is this time?

The human I faced used Anti-Mana Field, and that made things a little bit
difficult for me, Leon said . How can I counter it?



It is simple, just break his spell, Ilyana said . As you know, Anti-Mana Field
consumes your mana to stop magic attacks or effects from reaching . Even if
you dont feel it, if you try to use your mana, the enemy will lose his mana to
block your attempt to use it . All in all, the best way to try to cancel or break
Anti-Mana Field is to have a larger mana pool than your enemy and try to use
spells that consume a lot of mana .

The answer was a bit too simple than Leon had imagined . Still, it made
sense . That spell was like Mana Armor, after all .

. . . Does a high level in that skill increases how much time the enemy can

stop me from using mana? Leon asked . It makes the spell more efficient?

Yes, but if you have a high-level spell that uses a lot of mana can counter that
effect, Ilyana explained . Training the skill can help, but not all that much .

That guy also attacked me, and his magic projectiles ignored my Mana Armor,
Leon said . How is that possible?

Once you become skilled enough, you will be able to create Anti-Mana Fields
even around magic projectiles without making them lose their magic
properties, Ilyana said . It will take a long time and insistence, but it is
possible . Mana can do pretty much anything . The secrets are your
imagination and non-stop practice .

I see . . . thanks for the explanation, Leon said . Before doing the regular
thing, I would like to level up some of my defensive spells .

That is not a problem, Ilyana said .



Congratulations! The skill Anti-Telekinesis Field has leveled up .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Gravity Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Ilyana was a lot more collaborative and friendly than Leon imagined she
would be after the failure of that job . It was weird, but Leon didnt have much
time to think about that because since his health increased, the torment
became longer as well .

At the end of another training session, Leon suddenly had an epiphany . Blue
angel plants were magical plants, so could exist monster plants that could
produce it . Leon returned to Ilyanas castle to ask about it .

They do exist, Ilyana said . I made use of them before, but unlike the blue
angel plants, they needed to eat to produce the mana fruit . They have to eat
other monsters . The stronger the monster, the more mana its fruit can
restore . . . I guess it can become useful for you, but you are not strong
enough . I doubt that I can explain to you how to produce an organic monster,
and to learn by using a tome, you will need to have ten thousand points in
control and thirty thousand in intelligence .



Leon opened his eyes widely . . . it would take some long years before he can
obtain that level of power, after all . Regardless, even though Leon hated to
say or even think about such a thing, it looks he was destined to keep working
doing menial chores . Although he could increase his speed and quickly

replant more blue angel leaves and use the same spells to fabricate the mana
liquid, it wasnt that simple because his speed could easily affect the
environment . If the tries to move at his max speed around his plant, he could
quickly burn down his plants .

Even if Leon tries to use only Telekinesis now that his control reached an
absurd level, things wouldnt just progress as fast as he wants . Although Leon
had to level up Farming and Alchemy eventually, he didnt want those skills to
slow down his growth or the growth of other spells .

The only way for you to grow strong as fast as possible is by facing my
monsters, Ilyana gave the answer Leon wanted even though he didnt ask for it
or liked the method . Although you are strangely adamant in not using that
method frequently, it is the best option for both of us . I would say that your
strength is around the same level of the species that fought daily, and their
planet is about to reach the fifth stage of the assimilation . Even if I make my
monsters fight against thousands of other monsters on the same as them, they
wont grow strong as the same speed as you .

Ilyana was strangely very interested in making Leon cooperate with her .
Although her arguments were sound, Leon could help but think that she was
planning something or that he would be the only one that would receive
benefits from that . . . in the end, Leon decided to accept her idea .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Frost Breath has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Breath has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Breath has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Things started to progress much faster once Leon began to face the
mechanical spiders Ilyana was creating . Using Mana Absorption alone, he
could destroy in less than a second, but since he had to spend the mana
obtained, he was taking a few more moments . However, considering that
Ilyana could create mechanical spiders once every three seconds . It was more
than enough to make Leon stop her whole army of monsters alone .



"Come to think of it, following the logic of games and some stores . . . Fire,
Ice, and Thunder Breath were supposed to be techniques of dragons . "

"Dragons can learn that kind of technique faster, but it doesn't mean other
species can't replicate the same action," Ilyana said via Telepathy .

Leon sighed . Now the number of people monitoring his thoughts increased

by one . Although Ilyana wasn't as troublesome as his spirits, Leon couldn't
relax around her . Regardless, putting such thoughts aside, at least Leon
returned to the pace where he could obtain three hundred status points every
day . Still, Leon couldn't help but feel out of place since things were too easy,
and he could even create some golems and slimes to help him with the extra
mana .

"Things would be much more convenient if you guys helped me,"

"Getting stronger by training and facing real opponents is one thing," Celsius
said . "but this isn't either of that . Unless those mechanical spiders reach
level five hundred, it wouldn't be a real challenge to destroy them . "
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"And if we destroy them, you won't be able to absorb their mana," Undine
added .

Leon nodded since it made a lot of sense . In the end, the spirits would get
stronger faster, and at a fast pace, the mechanical spiders would become even



more boring . Much to Leon's surprise, even the battle-freak Efreet wasn't
interested in that . In contrast, Sylph and Gnome were more interested in
relaxing if Leon wasn't going to play with them . Volt was the only one who
said that he was fine with it . But Leon noticed by the tone of his voice that he
also wasn't that happy in getting stronger facing weaker but numerous
enemies .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Rocket has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Rocket has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Ice Rocket has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"You will kill them, but you will spend some mana and won't be able to drain
any," Ilyana said via Telepathy . "



Although the answer was welcome, once again, Leon couldn't help but
feel . . . troubled . Overthinking about every single thing wasn't good, but
obtaining the answer to his questions quickly wasn't good either . Regardless,
Ilyana and even helped Leon to train his Mana Armor even without saying
anything . It was convenient, but weird . . . Leon couldn't even think that
Ilyana was strange since she was practically monitoring his thoughts .

" . . . I have to focus on the training," Leon said after a long sigh .

One week later, Leon finally achieved his current small goal . . . all his skills
were on level fifty . Leon started to wonder what he should do . . . learn new
spells or level up his current ones? In the end, he had another idea .

"Ilyana . . . won't I learn the debuff version of Health Zone and the other

spells like that one?" Leon asked .

"The reverse skill of Health Zone can drain the health of enemies around you,"
Ilyana answered . "Can you even drain the health and stamina of a single
monster?"

" . . . No," Leon answered . "Why do you ask when you already know the

answer?"

"You will eventually learn both, but you are not ready yet," Ilyana said .

In the end, Leon could only shrug . It looked like to prepare himself for the
battle that will take place on Earth . He would have to learn many things . It
was clear that Leon was a magician, but he wondered if it was fine in
becoming a jack-of-all-trades magician . Status changed his body down to a
molecular level, but it looked like that changed didn't apply to elemental



properties or anything similar . That was why Ilyana intended to make Leon
learn offensive magic, support magic, and even summoning magic . They had
some time until the battle, so it couldn't be helped that she wanted to teach
him everything .

Still, Leon couldn't help but wonder . . . wouldn't it be better to have several
students instead of a single one? If Ilyana decides to teach magic to all the

people on the Earth, Leon was pretty sure that they would be able to
accomplish much more than Leon could do alone .

Just teaching and learning weren't enough . Leon was aware of it . Things like
loyalty and battle experience were necessary to create a good soldier . Most
likely, Ilyana didn't think that the humans of Earth could become loyal or that
they even had enough battle experience . It was also necessary to consider
that other harvesters may notice if she decides to make such a big move . . .
in the end, Ilyana had to consider many things .

Leon wasn't special, but considering everything, Ilyana knew that he fought

plenty of battles against stronger enemies and that he would never betray
those who helped him in some way . He was a safe investment . . .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Frost Breath has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Breath has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Breath has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Things started to progress much faster once Leon began to face the
mechanical spiders Ilyana was creating . Using Mana Absorption alone, he
could destroy in less than a second, but since he had to spend the mana
obtained, he was taking a few more moments . However, considering that
Ilyana could create mechanical spiders once every three seconds . It was more
than enough to make Leon stop her whole army of monsters alone .

Come to think of it, following the logic of games and some stores . . . Fire,
Ice, and Thunder Breath were supposed to be techniques of dragons .

Dragons can learn that kind of technique faster, but it doesnt mean other
species cant replicate the same action, Ilyana said via Telepathy .

Leon sighed . Now the number of people monitoring his thoughts increased

by one . Although Ilyana wasnt as troublesome as his spirits, Leon couldnt
relax around her . Regardless, putting such thoughts aside, at least Leon
returned to the pace where he could obtain three hundred status points every
day . Still, Leon couldnt help but feel out of place since things were too easy,
and he could even create some golems and slimes to help him with the extra
mana .

Things would be much more convenient if you guys helped me,



Getting stronger by training and facing real opponents is one thing, Celsius
said . but this isnt either of that . Unless those mechanical spiders reach level
five hundred, it wouldnt be a real challenge to destroy them .

And if we destroy them, you wont be able to absorb their mana, Undine
added .

Leon nodded since it made a lot of sense . In the end, the spirits would get
stronger faster, and at a fast pace, the mechanical spiders would become even
more boring . Much to Leons surprise, even the battle-freak Efreet wasnt
interested in that . In contrast, Sylph and Gnome were more interested in
relaxing if Leon wasnt going to play with them . Volt was the only one who
said that he was fine with it . But Leon noticed by the tone of his voice that he
also wasnt that happy in getting stronger facing weaker but numerous
enemies .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Rocket has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Rocket has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Rocket has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



You will kill them, but you will spend some mana and wont be able to drain
any, Ilyana said via Telepathy .

Although the answer was welcome, once again, Leon couldnt help but
feel . . . troubled . Overthinking about every single thing wasnt good, but
obtaining the answer to his questions quickly wasnt good either . Regardless,
Ilyana and even helped Leon to train his Mana Armor even without saying
anything . It was convenient, but weird . . . Leon couldnt even think that
Ilyana was strange since she was practically monitoring his thoughts .

. . . I have to focus on the training, Leon said after a long sigh .

One week later, Leon finally achieved his current small goal . . . all his skills
were on level fifty . Leon started to wonder what he should do . . . learn new
spells or level up his current ones? In the end, he had another idea .

Ilyana . . . wont I learn the debuff version of Health Zone and the other spells

like that one? Leon asked .

The reverse skill of Health Zone can drain the health of enemies around you,
Ilyana answered . Can you even drain the health and stamina of a single
monster?

. . . No, Leon answered . Why do you ask when you already know the

answer?

You will eventually learn both, but you are not ready yet, Ilyana said .



In the end, Leon could only shrug . It looked like to prepare himself for the
battle that will take place on Earth . He would have to learn many things . It
was clear that Leon was a magician, but he wondered if it was fine in
becoming a jack-of-all-trades magician . Status changed his body down to a
molecular level, but it looked like that changed didnt apply to elemental
properties or anything similar . That was why Ilyana intended to make Leon
learn offensive magic, support magic, and even summoning magic . They had
some time until the battle, so it couldnt be helped that she wanted to teach
him everything .

Still, Leon couldnt help but wonder . . . wouldnt it be better to have several
students instead of a single one? If Ilyana decides to teach magic to all the

people on the Earth, Leon was pretty sure that they would be able to
accomplish much more than Leon could do alone .

Just teaching and learning werent enough . Leon was aware of it . Things like
loyalty and battle experience were necessary to create a good soldier . Most
likely, Ilyana didnt think that the humans of Earth could become loyal or that
they even had enough battle experience . It was also necessary to consider
that other harvesters may notice if she decides to make such a big move . . .
in the end, Ilyana had to consider many things .

Leon wasnt special, but considering everything, Ilyana knew that he fought

plenty of battles against stronger enemies and that he would never betray
those who helped him in some way . He was a safe investment . . .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Cascade .

Cost: 80 mana per second

Duration: 20 seconds

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Cascade .

Cost: 200 mana per second

Duration: 20 seconds

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Touch .
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Cost: 80 mana per second

Duration: 20 seconds

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Since Leon was facing several mechanical at the same time, it was the best
moment to level up his Area of Effect spells . So, he decided to buy some of
them and use them against Ilyana monsters . He also learned the thunder
version of the spell Efreet taught him, even though it wasn't exactly a safe
skill to use since he had to touch the enemy and even receive some of the
shocks, it was the perfect way to immobilize the careless enemies that may
approach .

"More than a few days must have passed on Earth . . . I wonder how everyone

is . "

Someone once said that no news is good news, but Leon couldn't help but
worry about his friends . It couldn't be helped since Amanda, Maya, and his
friends were the sole reason for him to struggle so much and return to Earth
after so many years . Regardless, even though Leon had been warned to leave
them be, he still wanted to help them a little more .

"Those monsters are weak, and since I can defeat them fast, my concentration
is wavering . "



Leon still could improve on the patience department, but it looked like it
would take a long time before he becomes a patient person . He was already
thirty-five years old, but he still a single day older than twenty . Several life
and death situations didn't change that, so only a lot of time would make him
feel older and wiser .

"It won't be fast to level up my skills past level fifty against the mechanical
spiders . . . it will take a few months, but I guess my best option is to learn
new spells and train them up to that level . "

The only problem was that he couldn't stop from destroying the mechanical

spiders . So, Leon's only option was to buy more tomes . Leon wanted to
learn things the harder way in order to get rid of the demerits that he would
have to deal with by using tomes like the cooldown time . . . but it couldn't be
helped .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Rush .

Duration: 05 seconds

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Rush .

Cost: 200 mana per second

Duration: 05 seconds

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

"Woah . . . it is worse than I imagined . " Leon frowned . " The cost, duration,
and cooldown time of the skills are terrible . "
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"You could have obtained those spells by using my tomes," Ilyana said via
Telepathy . "I don't understand why do you spend coins when you can have
them for free . "

"It is the force of the habit . . . " Leon said . "Do you have those skills at the
max level?"

"Of course," Ilyana said .



"Well . . . I have to feel that I deserved those skills," Leon said . "That feeling
is small even by buying the tomes since I'm used to learning spells the hard

way . So, I guess this much is fine . "

Despite the demerits, those skills were pretty useful . The damage caused by
the thunder that enveloped Leon's body was amplified by his intelligence,
Wind Transformation, Wind Creation, Electromancy, and Thunder Blessing,
after all . So, he could destroy the mechanical spiders just by staying nearby
them for a few seconds, and the same thing applied to Fire Rush . In that
meantime, he could use Mana Absorption . So, it wasn't all that bad .

"Focusing on learning new spells in order to have the means to escape all

kinds of troublesome situations is good and all," Ilyana said . "But it is time
for you to learn some physical skills as well . Although the effectivity of those
skills will decrease given your status, it is necessary nonetheless . "

"I guess you are right . . . " Leon sighed .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ghost Punch .

Cost: 50 stamina

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Beast Aura .

Cost: 100 stamina



Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Triple Crescent Kicks .

Cost: 150 stamina

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Although those were some cool moves, Leon would have a hard time leveling
up them since they could be used alongside Multi-Conjuration or Fast
Conjuration . Ghost Punch was the skill that Leon concentrated some stamina
on his hand and then make it fly toward the enemy . Beast Aura was an
improved version of it . Leon had to focus stamina around his arms and then
move them toward the enemy to fire a wave of energy that had the shape of a
wolf toward the target . Triple Crescent Kicks was the coolest skill of them all,
as its name says, Leon could kick the opponent's head or whatever he tries to
use to block the attack three times . . . the skill was so powerful that Leon
could even move a few meters upward without even using magic!

However, since Leon's body wasn't used to that kind of skill . . . he started to
feel some muscle aches after using them just a few times .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Cascade .

Cost: 80 mana per second



Duration: 20 seconds

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Cascade .

Cost: 200 mana per second

Duration: 20 seconds

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Touch .

Cost: 80 mana per second

Duration: 20 seconds

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .



Since Leon was facing several mechanical at the same time, it was the best
moment to level up his Area of Effect spells . So, he decided to buy some of
them and use them against Ilyana monsters . He also learned the thunder
version of the spell Efreet taught him, even though it wasnt exactly a safe skill
to use since he had to touch the enemy and even receive some of the shocks,
it was the perfect way to immobilize the careless enemies that may approach .

More than a few days must have passed on Earth . . . I wonder how everyone

is .

Someone once said that no news is good news, but Leon couldnt help but
worry about his friends . It couldnt be helped since Amanda, Maya, and his
friends were the sole reason for him to struggle so much and return to Earth
after so many years . Regardless, even though Leon had been warned to leave
them be, he still wanted to help them a little more .

Those monsters are weak, and since I can defeat them fast, my concentration
is wavering .

Leon still could improve on the patience department, but it looked like it
would take a long time before he becomes a patient person . He was already
thirty-five years old, but he still a single day older than twenty . Several life
and death situations didnt change that, so only a lot of time would make him
feel older and wiser .

It wont be fast to level up my skills past level fifty against the mechanical
spiders . . . it will take a few months, but I guess my best option is to learn
new spells and train them up to that level .

The only problem was that he couldnt stop from destroying the mechanical
spiders . So, Leons only option was to buy more tomes . Leon wanted to learn



things the harder way in order to get rid of the demerits that he would have to
deal with by using tomes like the cooldown time . . . but it couldnt be
helped .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Rush .

Duration: 05 seconds

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Rush .

Cost: 200 mana per second

Duration: 05 seconds

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Woah . . . it is worse than I imagined . Leon frowned . The cost, duration,
and cooldown time of the skills are terrible .

You could have obtained those spells by using my tomes, Ilyana said via
Telepathy . I dont understand why do you spend coins when you can have
them for free .



It is the force of the habit . . . Leon said . Do you have those skills at the max
level?

Of course, Ilyana said .

Well . . . I have to feel that I deserved those skills, Leon said . That feeling is
small even by buying the tomes since Im used to learning spells the hard
way . So, I guess this much is fine .

Despite the demerits, those skills were pretty useful . The damage caused by
the thunder that enveloped Leons body was amplified by his intelligence,
Wind Transformation, Wind Creation, Electromancy, and Thunder Blessing,
after all . So, he could destroy the mechanical spiders just by staying nearby
them for a few seconds, and the same thing applied to Fire Rush . In that
meantime, he could use Mana Absorption . So, it wasnt all that bad .

Focusing on learning new spells in order to have the means to escape all kinds
of troublesome situations is good and all, Ilyana said . But it is time for you to
learn some physical skills as well . Although the effectivity of those skills will
decrease given your status, it is necessary nonetheless .

I guess you are right . . . Leon sighed .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ghost Punch .

Cost: 50 stamina

Cooldown time: 10 seconds



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Beast Aura .

Cost: 100 stamina

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Triple Crescent Kicks .

Cost: 150 stamina

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Although those were some cool moves, Leon would have a hard time leveling
up them since they could be used alongside Multi-Conjuration or Fast
Conjuration . Ghost Punch was the skill that Leon concentrated some stamina
on his hand and then make it fly toward the enemy . Beast Aura was an
improved version of it . Leon had to focus stamina around his arms and then
move them toward the enemy to fire a wave of energy that had the shape of a
wolf toward the target . Triple Crescent Kicks was the coolest skill of them all,
as its name says, Leon could kick the opponents head or whatever he tries to
use to block the attack three times . . . the skill was so powerful that Leon
could even move a few meters upward without even using magic!



However, since Leons body wasnt used to that kind of skill . . . he started to
feel some muscle aches after using them just a few times .
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"Do you know how I can learn those myself?" Leon asked . "Waiting for the

cooldown time is a pain . "

"No," Ilyana said .

"No . . . what?" Leon frowned . "You don't know, or you don't want to teach
me?"

"I don't know, and I never got interested in learning that," Ilyana said . "It is
fine if you use it just now and then . "

"Heh . . . that is surprising," Leon rubbed his chin . "I thought you would
know everything . "

"Although I'm old, I don't know everything about every single fighting style,"
Ilyana said . "No one can know everything . Not even the harvesters that are
much older than me know how to fight using their bodies or magic alone . If
you try to become an all-round fighter, you won't reach the apex of neither .
"



Leon wasn't interested in that . He just wanted to kick the asses of the
bastards who messed with him and wanted to mess with Earth even more .
Regardless, Leon decided to follow Ilyana's advice again . . . to some extent .
Since he already knew Stamina Manipulation, he was sure that with some
training, he would know how to replicate those moves . It wouldn't be his
primary goal, but it would be a good hobby . . . he was really in need of one .
Soon, after Leon decided that, Ilyana talked to him once again using

Telepathy .

"I have a job for you," Ilyana said . "This one is much easier, so you don't
have to worry about failing again . "

Leon didn't feel any contempt on Ilyana's words, but her choice of words
made him imagine her looking at him as if she was showing a very annoying
smile full of contempt . Regardless, every change of pace was welcome, so
Leon headed toward Ilyana's castle without wasting time .

"A certain dungeon in a certain world us spawning a lot of mutant enemies,"
Ilyana said . "I want you to go there and deal with the problem without letting

anyone notice you . "

"Why?" Leon frowned .

"Because they need to think that the problem solved itself after several mutant

monsters appeared," Ilyana explained . "It would be troublesome if they see a
stranger solving their problems and get used to it . "

"I mean . . . why do you want to help them?" Leon asked . "Even if I do that
without being noticed, shouldn't they solve the problems themselves in order
to grow stronger?"



"You still didn't answer my question . . . " Leon said . "Why would you help

the species of another world without reason?"

"I have a reason, they can be useful, that is why," Ilyana explained . "That
world is on the second stage of assimilation, and something similar happened
when it was on the first stage . They managed to solve the problem by luring

the mutant monsters into a death zone . After that, they never let dungeon
breaks happen so frequently . "

"If that is the case, how come the dungeon breaks happened again?" Leon
asked . "Unless . . . "

"Yes," Ilyana nodded . "Most likely, someone is causing the dungeon
breaks . . . someone that unlike me, thinks that the people of that world will
become a problem . "

"A harvester . . . " Leon said .

"The chances are high, but I can't say for certain that that is the case," Ilyana
closed her eyes .

In the end, Leon could only nod even though Ilyana's behavior was
suspicious . Fortunately, he didn't have to overthink about it since it was a
dirty job . The people he was going to help were strangers, but helping
strangers wasn't a bad thing . Besides, he would decrease his debt a little .

"Before killing the beast, suck all their mana and then take their body to the
place I will send you to," Ilyana said . "Don't let the body touch the land, or
the planet will gain ownership over it . "



Those were some strange rules . Most likely, Ilyana would transport the
beast's corpses to her planet in order to prevent their mana from behind

sucked by that planet . Ilyana probably knew why such a phenomenon

happened, but Leon decided not to ask . He liked to keep things simple in his
head, after all .

"Are you ready?" Ilyana asked . "Ah . . . you will need this . "

Ilyana made a tome appear floating above her right hand . As expected, Leon
hesitated in receiving that but considering it was a necessity for the job and he
had to solve that problem as soon as possible . He had no other choice . . .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Invisibility .

Cost: 10 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon frowned when he received that notification . He just learned the spell
that most male teenagers wished for at some moment in their youth . Despite
the usefulness of that, Leon didn't feel even a little bit excited . . . it was all
due to the curse that affected the holy sword .

"You can't use other spells while you keep that active," Ilyana said . "So, you
should increase your recovery in order to be able to keep that skill active
while you investigate that world . "



As expected, Invisibility had some drawbacks . It was troublesome, but since
Leon didn't allocate the status points that he obtained in the last few days, it
wasn't that annoying .

Do you know how I can learn those myself? Leon asked . Waiting for the

cooldown time is a pain .

No, Ilyana said .

No . . . what? Leon frowned . You dont know, or you dont want to teach
me?

I dont know, and I never got interested in learning that, Ilyana said . It is fine
if you use it just now and then .

Heh . . . that is surprising, Leon rubbed his chin . I thought you would know
everything .

Although Im old, I dont know everything about every single fighting style,
Ilyana said . No one can know everything . Not even the harvesters that are
much older than me know how to fight using their bodies or magic alone . If
you try to become an all-round fighter, you wont reach the apex of neither .

Leon wasnt interested in that . He just wanted to kick the asses of the bastards
who messed with him and wanted to mess with Earth even more . Regardless,
Leon decided to follow Ilyanas advice again . . . to some extent . Since he
already knew Stamina Manipulation, he was sure that with some training, he
would know how to replicate those moves . It wouldnt be his primary goal,



but it would be a good hobby . . . he was really in need of one . Soon, after
Leon decided that, Ilyana talked to him once again using Telepathy .

I have a job for you, Ilyana said . This one is much easier, so you dont have
to worry about failing again .

Leon didnt feel any contempt on Ilyanas words, but her choice of words made
him imagine her looking at him as if she was showing a very annoying smile
full of contempt . Regardless, every change of pace was welcome, so Leon
headed toward Ilyanas castle without wasting time .

A certain dungeon in a certain world us spawning a lot of mutant enemies,
Ilyana said . I want you to go there and deal with the problem without letting

anyone notice you .

Why? Leon frowned .

Because they need to think that the problem solved itself after several mutant
monsters appeared, Ilyana explained . It would be troublesome if they see a
stranger solving their problems and get used to it .

I mean . . . why do you want to help them? Leon asked . Even if I do that
without being noticed, shouldnt they solve the problems themselves in order
to grow stronger?

You still didnt answer my question . . . Leon said . Why would you help the

species of another world without reason?



I have a reason, they can be useful, that is why, Ilyana explained . That world
is on the second stage of assimilation, and something similar happened when
it was on the first stage . They managed to solve the problem by luring the

mutant monsters into a death zone . After that, they never let dungeon breaks
happen so frequently .

If that is the case, how come the dungeon breaks happened again? Leon

asked . Unless . . .

Yes, Ilyana nodded .Most likely, someone is causing the dungeon breaks . . .
someone that unlike me, thinks that the people of that world will become a
problem .

A harvester . . . Leon said .

The chances are high, but I cant say for certain that that is the case, Ilyana
closed her eyes .

In the end, Leon could only nod even though Ilyanas behavior was
suspicious . Fortunately, he didnt have to overthink about it since it was a
dirty job . The people he was going to help were strangers, but helping
strangers wasnt a bad thing . Besides, he would decrease his debt a little .

Before killing the beast, suck all their mana and then take their body to the
place I will send you to, Ilyana said . Dont let the body touch the land, or the
planet will gain ownership over it .

Those were some strange rules . Most likely, Ilyana would transport the
beasts corpses to her planet in order to prevent their mana from behind sucked
by that planet . Ilyana probably knew why such a phenomenon happened, but



Leon decided not to ask . He liked to keep things simple in his head, after
all .

Are you ready? Ilyana asked . Ah . . . you will need this .

Ilyana made a tome appear floating above her right hand . As expected, Leon
hesitated in receiving that but considering it was a necessity for the job and he
had to solve that problem as soon as possible . He had no other choice . . .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Invisibility .

Cost: 10 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon frowned when he received that notification . He just learned the spell
that most male teenagers wished for at some moment in their youth . Despite
the usefulness of that, Leon didnt feel even a little bit excited . . . it was all
due to the curse that affected the holy sword .

You cant use other spells while you keep that active, Ilyana said . So, you
should increase your recovery in order to be able to keep that skill active
while you investigate that world .

As expected, Invisibility had some drawbacks . It was troublesome, but since
Leon didnt allocate the status points that he obtained in the last few days, it
wasnt that annoying .
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Putting such thoughts aside, Leon looked around to analyze the place he was
in . Invisibility was already active, but caution was still more than necessary .
Although Leon could see forests in the south and mountains in the north,
Leon quickly found a pretty large city in the west . Not only was the place
large, but the buildings were quite tall, but at first glance, Leon couldn't see
anything but a dull place since everything was gray or brown . Every single
building had been built using enriched stones . . . a material as resistant as
carbon steel . It was necessary because the dominant species of that world
was the Grizzly Giants . Leon didn't know if that was the real name of the

species, but it was that Ilyana referred to them .

The city looked dull not only because of the colors but because every building
was pretty uniform and straightforward . The grizzly giant couldn't waste
their materials worrying about appearance because they were tall and heavy .
So, their structures had to be sturdy more than anything .

"It is quite surprising that they became so tall before the mana even appeared
on this world . . . "

Leon could see some scouts walking around in search of monsters . The
grizzly giants were just like that, four meters tall and covered in a thick
grizzly layer of hair in most parts of their bodies . Contrary to Leon's
imagination, they didn't look particularly strong . In fantasy games and books,
some portrayed giants as nice and calm creatures, but Leon imagined the
reverse .

Regardless, that world wasn't much different from Earth . Leon also couldn't
feel in the air or its surroundings anything that could explain the size of the



dominant species of that world, but soon he forgot about that . He came to
that world to solve a problem, not to study .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"It is a good thing that Lion's Pride still increases my status . . . but I guess I
can't run . I'm pretty sure that I'm not good at concealing my presence all that

much . Besides, even if I'm invisible, I can still make noise while walking
and running . "



Considering his recovery, Leon would be able to stay a little more than eight
minutes invisible before he recovers his mana . So, he had to be careful . If he
messes up and someone starts to look for him, they would have a little less
than two minutes to find him .

Fortunately, Leon couldn't see any monster in all directions, not even in the
skies . It looked like the dungeon that was causing problems was an
irregularity . Still, despite that, Leon found more and more scouts the more he
walked through the east .

"The people here are already suspecting that someone caused the dungeon
breaks, that explains why there are no monsters around, but too many scouts
can be found . "

Although there were no signs of destruction, Leon found many places where
scouts weren't investigating . Thanks to that, he found several places to rest
and recover his mana while he walked toward the east . Fortunately, after just
three hours of walking, Leon found the dungeon mentioned by Ilyana, and he
also found hundreds of giant grizzly soldiers around it .

Leon found several buildings, and most of them looked like facilities that

were being used to treat the wounded soldiers . That became evident when
Leon saw the creature they were facing .

Mutant Devourer
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Health: 22000/22000

Mana: 22000/22000

Stamina: 22000/22000

Strength: 1562

Dexterity: 1548

Speed: 1985

Active Skills: Spiritual Drain Lv 295, Drain Touch Lv 285, Geomancy Lv
280, Pyromancy Lv 300, Suppress Lv 270, Powerful Bite Lv 265

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 280, Fire Resistance Lv 280, Thunder
Resistance Lv 280, Ice Resistance Lv 290, Mana Tracking Lv 350

Leon felt shivers while looking at that thing . Much to his surprise, the
monster was a variation of the devourers, but that species had more or less a
humanoid body . It was still long and large, but it also had legs and arms . . .
it was one the creepiest things Leon had seen so far since it had arms, legs,
but no real head .
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Health: 325 +

Mana: 15425 +

Stamina: 756 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 9667+

Endurance: 512 +

Control: 1750 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 4950 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 257,452,362



Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Stone Rain Lv 50, Ring of Fire Lv 50, Ring of Ice Lv 50,
Ring of Thunder Lv 50, Ring of Earth Lv 50, Cascade Lv 50, Magma
Cascade 50, Electric Touch Lv 50, Fire Rush Lv 50, Thunder Rush Lv 50,
Ghost Punch Lv 30, Beast Aura Lv 30, Triple Crescent Kicks Lv 30,
Invisibility Lv 10

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 130, Pain Resistance Lv 250, Fire
Resistance Lv 530, Farming Lv 232, Cook Lv 135, Poison Resistance Lv
158, Underwater Resistance Lv 280, Alchemy Lv 253, Wind Resistance

Lv 380, Ice Resistance Lv 350, Sleep Resistance Lv 235, Thunder
Resistance Lv 380, Earth Resistance Lv 340, Gravity Resistance Lv 200,
Curse Resistance Lv 185, Multi-Conjuration Lv 305, Fire Blessing Lv 240,
Earth Blessing Lv 290, Lion's Pride Lv 350, Darkness Resistance Lv 155,
Illusion Resistance Lv 130, Fast Conjuration Lv 305, Light Resistance Lv
140, Thunder Blessing Lv 331, Wind Blessing Lv 110, Ice Blessing Lv
120, Water Blessing Lv 110

Putting such thoughts aside, Leon looked around to analyze the place he was
in . Invisibility was already active, but caution was still more than necessary .
Although Leon could see forests in the south and mountains in the north,
Leon quickly found a pretty large city in the west . Not only was the place
large, but the buildings were quite tall, but at first glance, Leon couldnt see
anything but a dull place since everything was gray or brown . Every single
building had been built using enriched stones . . . a material as resistant as
carbon steel . It was necessary because the dominant species of that world
was the Grizzly Giants . Leon didnt know if that was the real name of the

species, but it was that Ilyana referred to them .



The city looked dull not only because of the colors but because every building
was pretty uniform and straightforward . The grizzly giant couldnt waste their
materials worrying about appearance because they were tall and heavy . So,
their structures had to be sturdy more than anything .

It is quite surprising that they became so tall before the mana even appeared
on this world . . .

Leon could see some scouts walking around in search of monsters . The
grizzly giants were just like that, four meters tall and covered in a thick
grizzly layer of hair in most parts of their bodies . Contrary to Leons
imagination, they didnt look particularly strong . In fantasy games and books,
some portrayed giants as nice and calm creatures, but Leon imagined the
reverse .

Regardless, that world wasnt much different from Earth . Leon also couldnt
feel in the air or its surroundings anything that could explain the size of the
dominant species of that world, but soon he forgot about that . He came to
that world to solve a problem, not to study .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

It is a good thing that Lions Pride still increases my status . . . but I guess I
cant run . Im pretty sure that Im not good at concealing my presence all that

much . Besides, even if Im invisible, I can still make noise while walking and
running .

Considering his recovery, Leon would be able to stay a little more than eight
minutes invisible before he recovers his mana . So, he had to be careful . If he
messes up and someone starts to look for him, they would have a little less
than two minutes to find him .

Fortunately, Leon couldnt see any monster in all directions, not even in the
skies . It looked like the dungeon that was causing problems was an
irregularity . Still, despite that, Leon found more and more scouts the more he
walked through the east .

The people here are already suspecting that someone caused the dungeon
breaks, that explains why there are no monsters around, but too many scouts
can be found .

Although there were no signs of destruction, Leon found many places where
scouts werent investigating . Thanks to that, he found several places to rest
and recover his mana while he walked toward the east . Fortunately, after just
three hours of walking, Leon found the dungeon mentioned by Ilyana, and he
also found hundreds of giant grizzly soldiers around it .



Leon found several buildings, and most of them looked like facilities that

were being used to treat the wounded soldiers . That became evident when
Leon saw the creature they were facing .

Mutant Devourer

Health: 22000/22000

Mana: 22000/22000

Stamina: 22000/22000

Strength: 1562

Dexterity: 1548

Speed: 1985

Active Skills: Spiritual Drain Lv 295, Drain Touch Lv 285, Geomancy Lv
280, Pyromancy Lv 300, Suppress Lv 270, Powerful Bite Lv 265

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 280, Fire Resistance Lv 280, Thunder
Resistance Lv 280, Ice Resistance Lv 290, Mana Tracking Lv 350

Leon felt shivers while looking at that thing . Much to his surprise, the
monster was a variation of the devourers, but that species had more or less a
humanoid body . It was still long and large, but it also had legs and arms . . .



it was one the creepiest things Leon had seen so far since it had arms, legs,
but no real head .
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Recovery: 4950 +



Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 257,452,362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Stone Rain Lv 50, Ring of Fire Lv 50, Ring of Ice Lv 50,
Ring of Thunder Lv 50, Ring of Earth Lv 50, Cascade Lv 50, Magma
Cascade 50, Electric Touch Lv 50, Fire Rush Lv 50, Thunder Rush Lv 50,
Ghost Punch Lv 30, Beast Aura Lv 30, Triple Crescent Kicks Lv 30,
Invisibility Lv 10

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 130, Pain Resistance Lv 250, Fire
Resistance Lv 530, Farming Lv 232, Cook Lv 135, Poison Resistance Lv
158, Underwater Resistance Lv 280, Alchemy Lv 253, Wind Resistance

Lv 380, Ice Resistance Lv 350, Sleep Resistance Lv 235, Thunder
Resistance Lv 380, Earth Resistance Lv 340, Gravity Resistance Lv 200,
Curse Resistance Lv 185, Multi-Conjuration Lv 305, Fire Blessing Lv 240,
Earth Blessing Lv 290, Lions Pride Lv 350, Darkness Resistance Lv 155,
Illusion Resistance Lv 130, Fast Conjuration Lv 305, Light Resistance Lv
140, Thunder Blessing Lv 331, Wind Blessing Lv 110, Ice Blessing Lv
120, Water Blessing Lv 110
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"It has a lot of health, mana, and stamina, considering that it is only a mutant
monster of a world that is in the second stage of assimilation," Celsius said .

Leon nodded, it wasn't weird that the creature was causing problems and
hundreds of grizzly giants had to face the thing at the same time . He arrived
on time to see a battalion of them shooting steel arrows toward the beast, but
the projectiles only caused scratches .

"Their bows are big like their wielders . . . the power should be greater than
any normal bow . Still . . . "

Although the grizzly giants were tall, they liked light armor . In fact, Leon
couldn't see a single one among those hundreds of warriors wearing heavy
armor . Their weapons were bows and lances . Weapons that had a big range

and could keep them away from the monsters . They were a race that survived
the assimilation for decades, but it looked like their nature didn't change .
Either they didn't like to fight, or they always focused on winning the battles
without suffering any wound .

Even though they were equipped with magic weapons, only a few hits were

necessary for the mutant devourer to break those . Those creatures were
powerful, but not powerful enough to do that . Leon noticed that when those
things got too close, the magic weapons little by little lost their glow .

"Oh boy . . . their presences alone suck the mana of everything around . I
want to learn that . "

Sponsored Content
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"That is a skill the monster evolved at random when it suffered the mutation,"
Undine explained . "Even though the other mutant devourers probably have
that same skill, I doubt that you can replicate or even understand as of now .
"

"Thanks for the vote of confidence . . . "

Despite saying that, Leon knew that it was true . If he could learn such a
technique, Ilyana would have taught him since mana could increase Leon's
training speed exponentially .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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Leon frowned when he received those notifications again, but soon
understood why it appeared . While Leon was talking with the spirits, the
grizzly giants finished off the mutant devourer, and some of them looked

around in search of something . It was quite an interesting way to level up
skills . Leon wasn't spending more mana than usual, after all .

"The problem is . . . how the heck will I manage to stop the monsters from

appearing and then leave carrying all the corpses?"

"The grizzly giants will probably enter the dungeon to investigate the very
moment the mutants stop coming . . . I can't help them directly and let them

see me . So, if that happens, they will probably die since the monsters have
the advantage in a confined space . "

It would be a pity, but Leon didn't come to save some lives . He had come to
that world in order to make things a bit more convenient for Ilyana in the
future . Regardless, Leon had to wait for several hours until things got dark
and quiet . During the day, the number of attacks by the mutant devourers
was intense . At least one every ten minutes was bound to appear . Thanks to
that, Leon saw several grizzly giants being knocked down unconscious . They



weren't that physically strong, either . . . Leon saw some of the warriors'
arms being broken like twigs .

"It doesn't make any sense . . . but it looks like they even disturb the mana
inside of living beings' body and make them frailer . "

Leon wondered if things would be fine with him, but considering that Ilyana
said that he had to drain their mana, it wouldn't be that difficult . It was a
mutant version of a monster in a world that was on the third stage of
assimilation, but Leon would be fine as long as he is careful .

At night, some warriors watched the entrance of the dungeon, but since the
mutant devourers didn't appear that frequently, they relaxed a little, and Leon
obtained his chance to enter the place . Using Transfer, he appeared inside of
the dungeon and behind the guards . They had good instincts and felt the
presence of something behind them . But when they turned around, they
found nothing . The giant grizzly guards waited for a monster to appear for a
while, but after a few minutes, they relaxed and just shrugged while looking
at each other .

Leon sighed in relief when he activated Mana Dominion and confirmed that
no one was following him . However, he couldn't help but worry when he
didn't feel any signs of monsters in the range of his skill .

"That is weird . . . I already don't understand how this place can spawn only

mutant monsters, but I can't understand why it spawns so frequently during
the day and almost nothing at night . "

Leon didn't know anything about monsters' biology . He doubted that even if
such a thing exists could be applied to a mutant species . But it looked like the



mutant devourers were a species that only could function well during the
day . Leon found the purple crystal, but there was nothing weird in any
place .

"Now what?"

It has a lot of health, mana, and stamina, considering that it is only a mutant
monster of a world that is in the second stage of assimilation, Celsius said .

Leon nodded, it wasnt weird that the creature was causing problems and
hundreds of grizzly giants had to face the thing at the same time . He arrived
on time to see a battalion of them shooting steel arrows toward the beast, but
the projectiles only caused scratches .

Their bows are big like their wielders . . . the power should be greater than
any normal bow . Still . . .

Although the grizzly giants were tall, they liked light armor . In fact, Leon
couldnt see a single one among those hundreds of warriors wearing heavy
armor . Their weapons were bows and lances . Weapons that had a big range

and could keep them away from the monsters . They were a race that survived
the assimilation for decades, but it looked like their nature didnt change .
Either they didnt like to fight, or they always focused on winning the battles
without suffering any wound .

Even though they were equipped with magic weapons, only a few hits were

necessary for the mutant devourer to break those . Those creatures were
powerful, but not powerful enough to do that . Leon noticed that when those
things got too close, the magic weapons little by little lost their glow .



Oh boy . . . their presences alone suck the mana of everything around . I want
to learn that .

That is a skill the monster evolved at random when it suffered the mutation,
Undine explained . Even though the other mutant devourers probably have
that same skill, I doubt that you can replicate or even understand as of now .

Thanks for the vote of confidence . . .

Despite saying that, Leon knew that it was true . If he could learn such a
technique, Ilyana would have taught him since mana could increase Leons

training speed exponentially .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .
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Congratulations! The skill Invisibility has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon frowned when he received those notifications again, but soon
understood why it appeared . While Leon was talking with the spirits, the
grizzly giants finished off the mutant devourer, and some of them looked

around in search of something . It was quite an interesting way to level up
skills . Leon wasnt spending more mana than usual, after all .

The problem is . . . how the heck will I manage to stop the monsters from

appearing and then leave carrying all the corpses?

The grizzly giants will probably enter the dungeon to investigate the very
moment the mutants stop coming . . . I cant help them directly and let them

see me . So, if that happens, they will probably die since the monsters have
the advantage in a confined space .

It would be a pity, but Leon didnt come to save some lives . He had come to
that world in order to make things a bit more convenient for Ilyana in the
future . Regardless, Leon had to wait for several hours until things got dark
and quiet . During the day, the number of attacks by the mutant devourers
was intense . At least one every ten minutes was bound to appear . Thanks to
that, Leon saw several grizzly giants being knocked down unconscious . They
werent that physically strong, either . . . Leon saw some of the warriors arms

being broken like twigs .

It doesnt make any sense . . . but it looks like they even disturb the mana
inside of living beings body and make them frailer .

Leon wondered if things would be fine with him, but considering that Ilyana
said that he had to drain their mana, it wouldnt be that difficult . It was a
mutant version of a monster in a world that was on the third stage of
assimilation, but Leon would be fine as long as he is careful .



At night, some warriors watched the entrance of the dungeon, but since the
mutant devourers didnt appear that frequently, they relaxed a little, and Leon
obtained his chance to enter the place . Using Transfer, he appeared inside of
the dungeon and behind the guards . They had good instincts and felt the
presence of something behind them . But when they turned around, they
found nothing . The giant grizzly guards waited for a monster to appear for a
while, but after a few minutes, they relaxed and just shrugged while looking
at each other .

Leon sighed in relief when he activated Mana Dominion and confirmed that
no one was following him . However, he couldnt help but worry when he
didnt feel any signs of monsters in the range of his skill .

That is weird . . . I already dont understand how this place can spawn only

mutant monsters, but I cant understand why it spawns so frequently during
the day and almost nothing at night .

Leon didnt know anything about monsters biology . He doubted that even if
such a thing exists could be applied to a mutant species . But it looked like the
mutant devourers were a species that only could function well during the
day . Leon found the purple crystal, but there was nothing weird in any
place .

Now what?
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